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Market Notes 
January 19, 2023 

BIG NUMBER | 9.7 
Up is down, and down is up

It’s a Bizarre World for Growth and Value Stocks 
Welcome to uncharted territory. 

Two key components of the equity market—growth stocks and value stocks—are looking significantly different as 
2023 gets underway, which could have important implications for investors. 

Consider the S&P 500 Growth index and the S&P 500 Value index—two major style-based stock indices with 
more than $80 billion of ETF assets tied to them1. Last month, both indices underwent their annual rebalance to 
reflect their recent performance. And because value stocks trounced growth shares in 2022, the makeup of these 
two indices saw some significant shifts. 

Look at the chart below, which shows the sector breakdown of the S&P 500 Growth index before and after its 
December rebalance. 

• Tech stocks—the
traditional poster children
of the growth stock
universe—saw their
weighting in the index fall
by 9.7 percentage points,
from 44.2% to 34.5%.1

• In contrast, two sectors
often associated with
value stocks—health
care and energy—now
represent a much more
significant percentage of
the growth index than
before the rebalance.
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A big reason for these shifts: recent price momentum is a key factor in determining the S&P 500 Growth Index’s sector 
weightings. While tech stocks plummeted in 2022, health care performed relatively well—and energy shares soared by 
more than 60%.1  

All this has resulted in some developments that may seem straight out of Bizarro World. For example: 

• Amazon now has a larger weight in the value index than in the growth index.

• Both Netflix and Meta (Facebook) are now only in the value index and not the growth index.

Given these significant and surprising changes to the indices, it’s more important than ever for investors to “look under 
the hood” of their investments and understand what they own in their portfolios—which clearly may not be what they 
expect. 

Think about it: last year, the tech-heavy Nasdaq index looked primarily the same as the S&P 500 Growth index in 
terms of sector and stock weightings. Due to the growth index’s rebalancing, that’s no longer the case. 

These shifts serve as a reminder that having the flexibility to pursue emerging opportunities may be a benefit in what is 
likely to be a highly dynamic market this year. Value and growth may be defined differently in 2023 than how investors 
are used to—and knowing where to look for opportunities may become more nuanced and important. 

________________________________________ 
1 Source: Bloomberg 01/10/23 
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